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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Built on the WeChat social platform, WeChat Mini-Programs are
widely used by more than 400 million users every day. Consequently,
the reliability of Mini-Programs is particularly crucial. However,
WeChat Mini-Programs suffer from various bugs related to execution environment, lifecycle management, asynchronous mechanism,
etc. These bugs have seriously affected users’ experience and caused
serious impacts.
In this paper, we conduct the first empirical study on 83 WeChat
Mini-Program bugs, and perform an in-depth analysis of their root
causes, impacts and fixes. From this study, we obtain many interesting findings that can open up new research directions for combating
WeChat Mini-Program bugs. Based on the bug patterns found in
our study, we further develop WeDetector to detect WeChat MiniProgram bugs. Our evaluation on 25 real-world Mini-Programs
has found 11 previously unknown bugs, and 7 of them have been
confirmed by developers.

WeChat Mini-Programs, empirical study, bug detection
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1

INTRODUCTION

WeChat is one of the most popular social platforms, running on
mobile and desktop operating systems, e.g., Android, iOS, Windows
and macOS. A recent study has reported that WeChat is widely used
in daily life, and there are more than one billion monthly active
users [43].
WeChat Mini-Programs run on the WeChat platform, and can
utilize various functions provided by WeChat, e.g., user management, file access, network access, location, camera, and payment.
WeChat Mini-Programs do not have a palpable installation process
as Android and iOS applications, but users can have an experience as smooth as native Android and iOS applications. WeChat
Mini-Programs have been widely used in many scenarios, e.g., ecommerce, transaction, and education. Nowadays, there are more
than 5.5 million Mini-Programs running on the WeChat platform,
and there are more than 400 million WeChat users using MiniPrograms every day [57].
Based on the Mini-Program framework [15], developers can
develop various WeChat Mini-Programs. The Mini-Program framework contains two layers: a render layer and a logic layer. The
render layer is responsible for UI display. For the purpose, WXML
(WeiXin Markup Language) and WXSS (WeiXin Style Sheets) are
used as its description language, which are similar to HTML and
CSS in traditional web applications. The logic layer is responsible
for the program logic written in JavaScript. The two layers run on
two independent threads respectively and communicate with each
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other through an asynchronous and event-driven mechanism. The
Mini-Program framework also provides rich components and APIs
for developers to implement their own services. Most of these APIs
are asynchronous, thus making the entire Mini-Program response
smoothly.
Unfortunately, developing high-quality WeChat Mini-Programs
is a challenging task. When developing WeChat Mini-Programs,
developers need to properly handle asynchronous mechanism,
platform differences, lifecycle management, etc. Otherwise, various bugs can occur in WeChat Mini-Programs, e.g., conventional
JavaScript bugs, asynchronous related bugs, and compatibility bugs.
We call WeChat Mini-Program Bugs as WeBugs for short. More
than 70 million of errors caused by WeBugs are reported in the
WeChat internal monitoring system every day. WeBugs can seriously affect users’ experience and lead to serious consequences, e.g.,
economic losses and information leakages. To understand, detect
and fix WeBugs is of great importance to WeChat Mini-Program
developers.
Substantial empirical studies about software bugs have been
conducted to enrich our knowledge on software reliability. Existing empirical study on mobile applications mainly focus on various bugs in Java-based Android applications, e.g., compatibility
bugs [67, 88, 90], security-related bugs [68, 79, 106, 108]. Existing
JavaScript-related empirical studies mainly focus on the client-side
JavaScript applications [94, 95, 97] and server-side JavaScript applications [101–103]. These bugs are usually associated with dynamic
JavaScript features and client-side JavaScript bugs are mostly DOMrelated. However, WeChat Mini-Programs are developed based on
the WeChat Mini-Program framework, which are greatly different
from client/server-side JavaScript applications and Android applications. Thus, these studies cannot reflect the key characteristics
of WeBugs. Existing works on WeChat Mini-Programs mainly focus on their development [76, 105], acceptance and usage [63, 86].
Therefore, there is little knowledge about WeBugs in literature. Understanding WeBugs is of significant interest to our researchers and
practitioner community, and can be helpful in providing guidance
on bug avoidance, detection, testing and fixing, etc.
In this paper, we conduct the first empirical study on WeChat
Mini-Program bugs. We collect 83 WeBugs from three sources,
i.e., open-source WeChat Mini-Programs in GitHub, QAs from the
developer forum and online running Mini-Programs maintained by
a WeChat development Company X. We study WeBugs from the
following three research questions.
• RQ1 (Root cause): What are the root causes of WeChat
Mini-Program bugs?
• RQ2 (Fix strategy): How do developers fix WeChat MiniProgram bugs? Are there common fix patterns?
• RQ3 (Bug Impact): What impacts do WeChat Mini-Program
bugs have?
Through our in-depth analysis against the above three aspects,
we obtain many interesting findings and useful lessons for further
research and practice. For example, 14.2% WeBugs are caused by
incompatible features across different devices, even though WeChat
Mini-Programs are designed as cross-platform applications. Thus,
developers should pay attention to compatibility-related WeBugs.
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// index.wxml
1. <view> Hello {{name}}! </view>
2. <button bindtap="changeName">
3.
Click me! </button>

Hello WeChat!
Hello WeChat!

// index.wxss
4. button{
5.
background-color: blue;
6.
width: 70%;
7.
margin-top: 70%;
8. }

(b)
// index.js
9. var helloData = {
10. name: 'WeChat'
11. }
12. Page({
13. data: helloData,
14. changeName: function (e) {
15.
//sent data change to view
16.
this.setData({
17.
name: 'World'
18.
})
19. }
20. })

(a)

Hello World!

(c)

Figure 1: A simplified WeChat Mini-Program.

Based on our empirical study, we further design a static analysis tool, WeDetector, to detect WeBugs under three specific bug
patterns, e.g., incorrect platform-dependent API usage, incomplete
layout adaptation to specific devices, and non-specific handling for
arguments passed to callbacks. We apply WeDetector on 25 popular WeChat Mini-Programs from GitHub and find 11 previously
unknown WeBugs, in which 7 WeBugs have been confirmed by
developers. We have made our studied WeBugs and WeDetector
publicly available at https://github.com/tao2years/WeBug.
In summary, we make the following main contributions.
• We present the first empirical study on WeChat Mini-Program
bugs from three aspects, i.e., root cause, bug impact and fix
strategy. Our in-depth analysis reveals common vulnerabilities in WeChat Mini-Programs.
• Our empirical study obtains many findings that can open up
new research directions. We hope our study can shed lights
on combating WeChat Mini-Program bugs.
• We design a static WeBug detection tool, WeDetector, and
find 11 new bugs in 25 popular WeChat Mini-Programs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
an overview of WeChat Mini-Programs and its framework. Section 3
presents our study methods. Section 4 presents our empirical study
results. Section 5 discusses lessons learned from our study. Based on
our study results and lessons, we propose a WeBug detection tool
in Section 6. Section 7 discusses related work and finally Section 8
concludes this paper.
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Table 1: WeChat Mini-Program Execution Environments
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Figure 2: The WeChat Mini-Program framework.
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WECHAT MINI-PROGRAMS

WeChat Mini-Programs run on the social WeChat platform, which
have billions of users. On WeChat platform, users can easily find
Mini-Programs by scanning related QR code or searching the names,
and use them without downloading and installing process like
Android and iOS applications. Benefited from the WeChat social
platform, many Android and iOS applications also propose their corresponding WeChat Mini-Program versions, e.g., Amazon, Airbnb
and KFC. Nowadays, WeChat Mini-Programs have been widely
used in our daily life.
A WeChat Mini-Program. Figure 1 shows a simplified WeChat
Mini-Program. Figure 1a shows the code while Figure 1b and Figure 1c show the display page of the program. This program contains
three files, index.wxml, index.wxss, and index.js. File index.wxml
builds the view of the page. File index.wxss manages the style of
the components in page. File index.js decides the program logic
written in JavaScript. From Figure 1a, we can see that the function
changeName is bound on the button “Click me!” (Line 2-3), and
property name (Line 1) is bound with the name in double curly brace
(Line 10) in index.wxml. When the button in Figure 1b is clicked,
the display turns to that in Figure 1c.
WeChat Mini-Program framework. Figure 2 shows the WeChat
Mini-Program framework, which mainly contains a render layer
and a logic layer. The render layer, e.g., index.wxml and index.wxss
in Figure 1a, runs on the WebView thread, and the logic layer, e.g.,
index.js in Figure 1a, runs on JSCore thread to execute JavaScript
code. Note that, similar to Android applications [2, 100], MiniPrograms and their pages have complicated lifecycle management,
e.g., application launch, page load, and page show.
The logic layer and render layer communicate with each other
through an asynchronous and event-driven mechanism. When
users click the button “Click me!” on the page in Figure 1b, it will
trigger the binding function changeName (Line 2) in the index.wxml.

The WebView thread sends the event changeName through WeChat
Mini-Program platform. The JSCore thread then executes the corresponding event handler (Line 14). When data changes occur
in the logic layer, the data is passed from the logic layer to the
WeChat Mini-Program platform via the setData method, and then
forwarded to the render layer. When the render layer notices name
has been changed, it then changes the page’s display. The WeChat
Mini-Program framework provides various functions, e.g., user
management, file access, network access, location, camera, and
payment. In order to make Mini-Programs respond smoothly, most
of these APIs work in an asynchronous and event-driven manner.
Runtime platforms. WeChat Mini-Programs can run on different platforms. Mobile and desktop operating systems, including
Android, iOS, Windows, and macOS are supported by the WeChat
Mini-Program framework. These platforms have different implementations of the Mini-Program framework. Table 1 illustrates the
different execution environments for logic layer and render layer
on different platforms.
Although the WeChat Mini-Program framework intends to provide a cross-platform development and runtime environment, the
underlying runtime platforms can cause intricate differences to
the execution of Mini-Programs. For example, JavaScriptCore [49]
for iOS9 and iOS10 is not fully compatible with the ECMAScript 6
standard [6], and Tencent XWeb [58] rewrites some components
in Chrome kernel [7], e.g., video. Therefore, Mini-Programs can
behave differently when incompatible features are used.

3

STUDY METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first present how to collect and analyze WeBugs,
and then explain the threats to our empirical study.

3.1

Collecting WeBugs

We select WeBugs from three sources, i.e., open source GitHub
Mini-Programs, official WeChat Mini-Program developer forum
[56] and online running Mini-Programs maintained by a WeChat
development Company X. These sources can provide various dimensions for WeBugs. Finally, we obtain 83 WeBugs from these
sources. In the following, we explain how we collect WeBugs from
them.
Open source Mini-Programs. Many open source WeChat MiniPrograms can be found in GitHub. To collect WeBugs from GitHub,
we first collect GitHub repositories related to Mini-Programs. We
use three keywords, “Mini-Program”, “weapp” , “wxapp” to search
GitHub repositories. We also include all open source repositories listed by the awesome-wechat-weapp project [45] in our study.
Project awesome-wechat-weapp records most popular WeChat Miniprograms and development materials on GitHub, with over 35.8k
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Table 2: Study Subjects from Github Mini-Programs.
Project
ColorUI [23]
iview-weapp [26]
wechat-app-mall [20]
wxParse [14]
winxin-watch-life [21]
wx-calendar [22]
wechat-app-demo [12]
WeHalo [30]
pinche-xcx [17]
scuplus-wechat [27]
Weapp-trending [29]
threejs-example [33]
CardOnePerson [38]
Total

Category
Style
Component
Shopping
Text parser
Blog
Calendar
DevTool
Blog
Traveling
Daily life
News
Graph
Notebook

Stars
10.4k
6k
14.4k
7.6k
2k
1.9k
1.7k
1.1k
620
554
259
106
27

Issues
296
389
189
327
46
293
18
31
20
509
6
22
3

Bugs
3
3
9
12
2
7
4
1
1
4
1
1
1
49

stars. Through this step, we obtain 13,365 repositories. We remove
invalid repositories that do not have the entry file app.js for
WeChat Mini-Programs, and further remove repositories with less
than one issue, since they cannot contain valid information for
our study. After that, we obtain 255 distinct WeChat Mini-Program
repositories, and they contain more than 4,000 issues. We notice
that most issues are about how to use or improve Mini-Programs.
We ignore this kind of issues in our study and select WeBugs with
these issues through the following steps. (1) We read the description
of each issue report and select the issue if it has a clear description
and available fix. (2) For issue reports having clear descriptions
without fixes, we try to find out a fix solution. If we can find a fix
solution, we also include them in the study. Finally, we obtain 49
WeBugs from 13 open source GitHub Mini-Programs, as shown in
Table 2. These WeChat Mini-Programs cover a wide spectrum of
categories, e.g., style libraries and daily services. We can also see
that most of these WeChat Mini-Programs are popular, because
they obtain many stargazers in GitHub, and contain hundreds of
issues.
QAs in the official WeChat Mini-Program developer forum. WeChat Mini-Program developer forum [56] is a technical
exchange community maintained by the official WeChat platform.
Any questions related to Mini-Programs can be posted in the forum.
On average, hundreds of questions are posted every day. Some
of these questions can reflect WeBugs encountered by individual
developers.
To extract WeBugs from the developer forum, we go through the
Questions and Answers (QAs) posted from 2021.1.1 to 2021.3.4, and
obtain more than 10,000 QAs. We find that many QAs are not related to WeBugs, e.g., developers ask how to use new features in the
WeChat Mini-Program. We exclude these QAs from consideration.
We consider a QA as a WeBug if it satisfies the following conditions. (1) The QA describes an issue when developers implement
their WeChat Mini-Programs. (2) The QA contains code snippets
or clearly describes the code related to the QA. Thus, we can reproduce the issues by ourselves. (3) The QA was solved, and the
related WeBug was fixed. We obtain 16 WeBugs after the screening.

Online running Mini-Programs. During the collaboration
with a WeChat development Company X, we have the opportunity
to collect WeBugs from online running Mini-Programs. Online
running Mini-Programs are similar to Android and iOS applications
published on the market, respectively. For the issues provided by
Company X, we compare their original and fixed versions, and
analyze their error stack information. If we can fully understand a
WeBug, we take it into consideration. Finally, we obtain 18 WeBugs
from 16 online running Mini-Programs.

3.2

Analyzing WeBugs

We thoroughly studied these 83 WeChat Mini-Program bugs and
tried to answer the research questions we raised before. All collected
WeBugs were manually analyzed by three authors in this paper. We
performed an in-depth analysis on the 83 WeBugs by investigating
their source code, discussions, fix patterns, etc.
To build the taxonomies, we adopt open card sorting approach.
To reduce bias, WeBugs are grouped and labeled by three authors
independently. Next, we discuss their results to reach a consensus.
We sort WeBugs using the following approaches.
• Root cause. We try to answer the question “what caused
this bug at the code level”. (1) Based on the stack trace and
messages in issue report, we locate the buggy code and figure
out what caused the bug. Take the message result is not
defined as an example, we find the locations where the
result is used, where the result is passed from, and why it is
not defined. (2) If the issue report does not include the stack
trace, we manually reproduce this bug to obtain it. (3) If we
cannot reproduce the bug, we compare the buggy code and
corresponding fix patch.
• Fix strategy. The fix patch is obtained from associated pull
request. If there does not exist associated pull request, we
search and analyze commit log of the project to obtain the
fix code. Finally, we manually extract the common patterns
by abstracting the patches.
• Bug impact. The qualitative impact of most WeBugs can be
inferred by the issue reports straightforwardly. If developers
do not provide enough information, we reproduce the bugs
to check their results.
In our study process, we also referred to some studies which classified the software bugs [60, 94, 95, 110] for the initial classifications
of root causes. With further analysis, we gradually refined these
root causes, e.g., removed the unmatched and added new ones.
During our study, we also reproduced some WeBugs if related
information are available.

3.3

Threats to Validity

Internal validity. Our empirical study’s design and planning follow the structure suggested by Wohlin [64]. We carefully study
each WeBug’s source code, discussion and fix patch to have a deeper
understanding. When any categories change during the study, all
WeBugs need to be re-analyzed again. All the collected WeBugs
and analysis results have been discussed and confirmed by at least
three authors of this paper. For bugs that we do not agree on, we
turn to developers and Company X for help. If a bug cannot be fully
understood by us, we do not take it into consideration. Thus, we
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believe that all studied WeBugs are true positives and have been
thoroughly studied.
External validity. We may miss some known WeBugs in the
selection process, and the selected WeBugs may not cover all kinds
of WeBugs. However, our dataset has covered the investigated space
of the WeChat Mini-Programs and has good representativeness.
From Figure 2, we can observe that bugs can occur in some situations, i.e., the adaptation of different operating systems, original
WeChat functionalities, regular JavaScript code and asynchronous
mechanism. We have studied more than 4000 issues and 10000 QAs,
covering most of the popular open source projects. Our dataset
does cover these bugs.
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top notch camera

Safe Area
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(a) Normal screen

4

WEBUG STUDY RESULTS

In this section, we present the detailed results of our empirical study
on 83 WeBugs from three aspects, i.e., root cause, bug fix and bug
impact.

4.1

Root Cause

As shown in Table 3, we identify six types of root causes.
Differences in execution environments. Mini-Programs are
designed to be cross-platform, and it has an internal mechanism to
handle platform differences when interpreting the code of render
layer and logic layer. However, 18 (21.7%) WeBugs are caused by
the discrepancies among platform execution environments. These
bugs are related to platform-dependent API usage, inconsistent
rendering among different devices, and different versions of the
Mini-Program framework.
Platform-dependent APIs. Some APIs in the Mini-Program framework are OS-specific, e.g., they do not support all OS or have different behaviors on different OS. Compatibility bugs occur when
invoking the same API results in inconsistent behavior on different device models. For example, 𝑤𝑥 .𝑜𝑛𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 only works
in Android. 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒 returns different values between Android and
iOS. The issue wechat-app-mall#237 [52] reports that users cannot
access a page on iOS devices. This WeBug is caused by the inconsistent time format between Android and iOS. Developers invoke API
𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒 to obtain the system time. The return time on Android is split
with “-” (e.g., 2021-1-1), while “/” (e.g., 2021/1/1) on iOS. Developers
do not normalize the value into the same format, and introduce this
bug. Nine WeBugs are related to platform-dependent APIs.
Note that, Android applications also suffer from compatibility issues caused by platform-dependent APIs [106]. However, platformdependent APIs in WeChat Mini-Programs have different characteristics from those in Android. Platform-dependent APIs in WeChat
Mini-Programs are not only related to hardware but also related to
software platforms. We have summarized 13 platform-dependent
APIs in Table 4, in which six APIs are related to hardware, e.g.,
bluetooth, NFC, and video. Four APIs have certain restrictions on
different platforms, e.g., different parameters, different return values and different data format. For example, the type of return value
of API wx.onCompassChange on iOS device is Number while on
Android device is String. If these APIs are handled properly, similar
compatibility bugs can be avoided.

Safe Area

(b) Anomalous screen

Figure 3: Safe areas of normal screen and anomalous screen.

Finding 1: Some APIs in the Mini-Program framework are
platform-dependent. If developers do not handle these APIs properly, compatibility bugs can occur.
Inconsistent rendering among different devices. Although the layout of Mini-Programs is self-adaptive, there are also three abnormal
rendering bugs. These bugs arise in specific devices due to their
anomalous screens. For some devices, e.g., Figure 3a, all their screen
can be used to render applications. However, for some devices, e.g.,
Figure 3b, parts of their screen are occupied by some components,
e.g, camera. Thus, rendering applications on the restricted areas
can cause abnormal displays. The issue colorUI#50 [40] reports that
the height of the side drawer is incorrect on iPhoneX, in which
there is a bottom bar on the screen and the bottom bar occupies
certain position. Developers should adapt the layout settings based
on safeArea of the screen in different devices.
Note that, previous rendering issue studies in Android [81, 106]
observe that rendering issues are mainly caused by different screen
sizes. WeChat Mini-Programs have been able to adjust the UI adaptively according to screen sizes. Our study finds that WeChat MiniPrograms should pay more attention to safeArea in mobile phones.
Finding 2: Although the layout of Mini-Programs is self-adaptive
in rendering, developers still need to adjust them to fit the safe
areas on some devices with anomalous screens.
Inconsistent behaviors due to different versions of the Mini-Program
framework. There have been two major releases of the Mini-Program
framework, and the APIs are changing across different versions. For
example, when the Mini-Program framework was updated from
1.0 to 2.0, the property shape is no longer supported for i-button
[18]. It is difficult for developers to notice the changes in the MiniProgram framework and to modify their programs accordingly.
Additionally, some features are not correctly supported by certain
framework versions, e.g., some settings in component textarea
[47] and API wx.previewMedia [44] cannot work properly. Six
WeBugs belong to this case.
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Table 3: Root Causes of 83 WeChat Mini-Program Bugs

Differences in execution
environments

API misuse

Syntax errors
No verification of data validity
Asynchronous errors
Logic errors
Total

Root cause
APIs have restricted usages on specific OS, e.g., Android and iOS.
Inconsistent rendering among different devices.
Inconsistent behaviors due to different versions of Mini-Program framework.
Subtotal
Using inappropriate APIs.
Using inappropriate API parameters.
Using improper style priority settings.
Subtotal
Spelling mistakes in JavaScript code.
Forgetting to define necessary variables and functions.
Subtotal
Forgetting to check the validity of return data from external requests.
Concurrency errors caused by asynchronous mechanism and lifecycle events.
Incorrect or incomplete implementation logic.

Finding 3: Different versions of the Mini-Program framework can
introduce discrepancies, and thus cause WeBugs.
API misuse. Developers may misunderstand the APIs / components of the Mini-Program framework, and introduce errors due
to incorrect usage. 10 (12%) WeBugs are caused by API misuse, including inappropriate API selection, inappropriate API parameters
and incorrect settings of style priority.
Inappropriate API selection. Developers may have wrong understanding of the API functionality provided by the Mini-Program
framework. Thus, using inappropriate APIs cannot satisfy developers’ expectations, and introduces bugs. Four WeBugs belong
to this case. WeBug CardOnePerson#2 [36] is such an example.
In a textarea, developers expect that the page automatically updates after the user modifies the page content. However, they bind
a contentChange function by using bindblur, which is triggered
when the focus of the page changes. Thus, when users click confirm
update directly after their modifications, the focus of the textarea
does not change, and the page does not update accordingly. In this
case, developers should use bindinput instead of bindblur.
Inappropriate API parameters. Developers may have wrong assumptions, and use inappropriate parameters for the APIs provided
by the Mini-Program framework. Two WeBugs belong to this case.
For example, in WeBug wechat-app-mall#203 [39], the developer
invokes the payment API by executing wxapi.payBill ({A, B}),
and only pass one parameter ({A, B}). However, the payment API
wxapi.payBill requires two parameters (A, B) and should be
used as wxapi.payBill (A, B). The developer combines the two
parameters into a single object, and thus makes the payment fail.
Incorrect setting of style priority. Developers may not have a fully
understanding of style priority. Figure 4 explains style priority
with a simplified example. Figure 4a shows the style setting code,
and Figure 4b shows the display. We can see that the global style
setting in index.wxss of button.background-color is blue while
the button color is set green in index.wxml. However, the final
color of the button is green, because inner settings have higher
priority than global settings. Improper style priority settings can

WeBugs
9
3
6
18
4
2
4
10
4
11
15
16
3
21
83

Ratio
10.8%
3.6%
7.2%
21.7%
4.8%
2.4%
4.8%
12.0%
4.8
13.3%
18.1%
19.3%
3.6%
25.3%
100%

// index.wxml
<button
style= "background-color: green">
Click me!
</button>

Click me!
// index.wxss
button{
background-color: blue;
width: 80%;
margin-top: 50%;
}

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: A simplified example of style priority setting.
introduce unexpected rendering bugs, especially when third-party
style libraries are used. Four WeBugs belong to this case.
Finding 4: Developers may not have a fully understanding of style
priority and introduce some non-functional issues like unexpected
rendering performance.
Syntax errors. The Mini-Program framework adopts JavaScript
as its programming language. Due to the dynamic feature of JavaScript, Mini-Programs can still run when encountering syntax errors. We observe that syntax errors are common in Mini-Programs,
and 15 (18.1%) WeBugs belong to syntax errors. Syntax errors in
Mini-Programs fall into two categories, i.e., spelling mistake (4/15),
and forgetting to define variables and functions (11/15).
Finding 5: Syntax errors are common (18.1%) in Mini-Programs.
No verification of data validity. During the processing of data,
especially dealing with return data from requests, developers often
assume that the data structure meets their expectations. They may
directly access properties or functions on the return data. However,
the return data can be undefined or null due to various reasons,
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// index.js
1. getList: function() {
2. var that = this;
3. util.req (url, page, function(data) {
4. ＋
if(data.list) {
5.
var list = data.list
6.
list.foreach (function(item)) {
7.
var li = {...}
false.list.foreach
8.
}
9. ＋
}
// util.js
10. function req (url, data, cb) {
11. wx.request({
12.
url: rootDocment + url,
13.
success: function(res) {
14.
return typeof cb== 'function' && cb(res.data)
15.
},
16.
fail: function() {
17.
return typeof cb== 'function' && cb(false)
18.
}
19. …
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// app.js
App({
globalData: {
userInfo: null
},
onLaunch() {
wx.getUserInfo({
success: res => {
this.globalData.userInfo
= res.userInfo
}
…

e.g., network failures and server crashes. Thus, they need to verify
the validity of the data before use. Otherwise, a TypeError [72] due
to access property of undefined / null object will occur. In total,
16 (19.3%) WeBugs are caused by no verification of data validity.
Take pinche#20 [50] in Figure 5 as an example. When a user
clicks “mine” at the bottom of the index page, the function getList
(Line 1) is triggered, and an error message “TypeError: Can not read
property ‘foreach’ of undefined” appears. Function getList calls
the function req (Line 3) to send a request. If the request fails, it
triggers the fail callback function (Line 17), and returns a boolean
data false. Since function getList does not check whether it is a
valid value (e.g., Line 4), and operations on a boolean data false
can cause a TypeError.
Finding 6: Developers often assume that return data from requests
have expected properties, and forget to verify their validity, causing
WeBugs.

(b)

Application

Page

onShow
wx.getUserInfo

(c)

onLoad

onShow

…

this.globalData.userInfo: null

this.globalData.userInfo
= res.userInfo

Figure 6: WeBug forumQAs [48]. During the initialization
of the Mini-Program, the unexpected data processing orders
result in the user information being set to null.

before the request returns in app.js, userInfo in index.js will
be set as null. This is unexpected.
Finding 7: Asynchronous mechanism and lifecycle management
in Mini-Programs can introduce intricate concurrency errors.
Logic errors. The logic implemented by developers may be
incomplete or incorrect, resulting in some functions or displays
that do not satisfy the requirements. 21 (25.3%) WeBugs fall into
logic errors. For these WeBugs, most of them (19/21) are caused
by incomplete logic. For example, in wxParse#365 [37], the parser
cannot parse strings longer than 255 characters. In wechat-appmall#255 [41], the balances less than 0.1 cannot be rounded.

4.2
Asynchronous errors. As discussed in Section 2, the MiniProgram framework provides many asynchronous APIs, and MiniPrograms have complicated lifecycle management, which is eventdriven. The asynchronous and event-driven mechanism introduces
the risk that the data are processed and accessed in an unexpected
order, thus causing asynchronous errors. Three WeBugs belong to
this case.
Figure 6 shows an asynchronous error caused by lifecycle events
in Mini-Programs [48]. Figure 6a and Figure 6b shows the application and page code, respectively. Figure 6c shows the process how
this bug happens. When the Mini-Program starts, the applicationlevel lifecycle events (app.js) are first triggered, e.g., onLaunch
and onShow. Then the page-level lifecycle events (index.js) are
triggered. The global variable userinfo in app.js is null by default. The onLaunch() function in app.js asynchronously sends a
request to get user information, which is executed in parallel with
the code in onLoad of index.js. If onLoad of index.js is executed

(a)

onLaunch

Figure 5: WeBug pinche#20 [50]. In this WeBug, the developer
assumes that all return data from req() have the property 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡.

// index.js
const app = getApp()
Page({
data: {
userInfo: {},
},
onLoad() {
this.setData({
userInfo: app.globalData
.userInfo,
})

Fix Strategy

We find that the fixes of WeBugs are highly related to their root
causes. We summarize four common fix patterns for 44.6% of the
studied WeBugs. The rest WeBugs are fixed case by case.
Layout adaptation to anomalous screens. Three WeBugs
related to inconsistent rendering on specific devices can be fixed by
a general approach. Developers can use API wx.getSystemInfo to
get the safeArea of a user’s device. With the safeArea, they can
set up the layout as normal. However, developers may fix these bugs
case by case. For example, developers set 34px at the screen bottom
if they identify the device type is iPhoneX in WeBug colorUI#50
[40].
Fixing syntax errors. Four WeBugs, caused by spelling mistakes, can be directly fixed with a few grammar checkers, e.g., JSLint
[1], and ESLint [4]. The rest 11 WeBugs caused by forgetting to
define variables and functions can be detected by these grammar
checkers. Base on detecting results, developers can easily fix these
bugs.
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Adding undefined / null check before use. All 16 WeBugs
caused by no verification of data validity are fixed by adding the
undefined / null check and exception handling before use. The fix
code in Figure 5 is a typical example, in which the developer checks
the validity of data.list before use.
Synchronization. Incorrect timing of asynchronous APIs and
lifecycle events can lead to wrong shared data accessing orders.
To fix asynchronous errors, developers can introduce ad-hoc synchronization for shared data. For example, in Figure 6, developers
need to check whether getUserInfo has returned and userInfo
has been set in onLoad of index.js. Three WeBugs caused by
asynchronous mechanism are fixed under this approach.
Case-by-case fixes. The remaining bugs have diverse characteristics and require specific fixes. For bugs caused by using deprecated
APIs, they have to be replaced by the new versions. There are some
API changes detection work [91, 93] for other libraries and frameworks, which can be applied to WeChat Mini-Programs. The API
misuse bugs have to be fixed according to the context and API
specification. The fixes of bugs caused by logic error depends on
the logic itself.
Finding 8: 44.6% WeBugs have common fixing patterns, such as
considering device model before using some platform-dependent
APIs and adding checks before using request data.

4.3

Bug Impact

In our study, we first try to reproduce our studied WeBugs, and
observe their impacts. If we cannot reproduce a WeBug, we infer
its impact from its issue report and related discussion. Finally, we
clearly obtain the impacts of 65 WeBugs. For these 65 WeBugs, their
impacts are described as follows.
Application crash. Mini-Program bugs hardly cause severe
consequences. In our study, we only observe one bug that can crash
its application.
Abnormal display. 30 WeBugs lead to abnormal display, e.g.,
the unexpected style of the view components in Figure 4, some
inconsistent rendering among specific devices [40], and errors in
style settings [19].
Functional error. In 26 WeBugs, the applications do not meet
their requirements. The applications provide the incorrect or flawed
functions. We also find that four WeBugs are sporadic. If the user
re-enters or refreshes the page, these bugs may disappear. These
bugs are usually caused by missing exception handling of network
failures and incorrect asynchronous operations.
Silent error. Eight WeBugs neither affect the display of related
pages nor cause functional errors. They only report related errors
in the console.
Finding 9: WeBugs can cause various consequences, e.g., applications crashes, abnormal displays, functional errors and salient
errors.

5

LESSONS LEARNED

WeBugs can lead to abnormal display, functional errors and even
application crashes (Finding 9). Thus, resolving WeBugs is of great
significance for the reliability of WeChat Mini-Programs. In this
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section, we discuss implications to existing practice and opportunities for research in avoiding, detecting and testing WeBugs in
WeChat Mini-Programs.

5.1

Avoiding WeBugs

Syntax errors are common (18.1%) in practice (Finding 5). Developers can apply some tools to reduce the occurrence of syntax errors.
For example, developers can use syntax checkers in the development process, e.g., ESLint [4] and JSLint [1], thus avoiding some
syntax errors.
Although Mini-Programs are designed to run on multiple platforms, many (14.2%) WeBugs are still caused by the discrepancies
among different platforms (Finding 1, 2). During our study, we
also observe that the official document does not clearly state related APIs’ restrictions. To avoid these WeBugs, these restrictions
should be well documented in the official document. In the same
while, a static checker tool, which can automatically identify related
APIs in Mini-Programs and check whether their restrictions are
satisfied, could be greatly helpful. From another point, the MiniProgram framework can shield some discrepancies among different
platforms, e.g., inconsistent time format results from Date. Thus,
related WeBugs can be avoided.

5.2

Detecting WeBugs

Existing JavaScript bug detection approaches, e.g., TAJS [78], XSSSAFE [101] and SYNODE [102], mainly focus on detecting serverside and client-side JavaScript bugs. Our empirical study has reported many Mini-Program specific bugs, e.g., compatibility bugs
due to incorrect platform-dependent API usages (Finding 1) and
inconsistent rendering across specific devices (Finding 2), asynchronous errors due to Mini-Program lifecycle and asynchronous mechanism (Finding 7) and abnormal rendering results due to improper
style priority settings (Finding 4). Existing approaches cannot work
on these WeBugs properly. Our findings can be used to design new
WeBug detection tools.
Compatibility bug detection. Many (14.2%) WeBugs are caused
by the discrepancies among different platforms (Finding 1, 2). This
is mainly caused by incompatibility APIs provided by the MiniPlatform framework. By summarizing incompatible APIs in the
Mini-Program framework, we can develop a static analysis tool to
automatically identify these WeBugs.
Return data guided bug detection. Developers often assume
that they can obtain expected data from external requests or asynchronous tasks, and ignore checking the data validity (Finding 6).
However, the return data may be wrong due to various reasons, e.g.,
network failures and asynchronous task failures. Thus, essential
judgments on the return data are required, e.g., whether the return
data can be used without triggering any errors.
Non-deterministic bug detection. The Mini-Program framework provides many asynchronous APIs, and Mini-Programs adopt
event-driven lifecycle management. The asynchronous and eventdriven mechanism introduces WeBugs (Finding 7). Different from
non-deterministic bugs in client-side JavaScript applications and
server-side JavaScript applications, the lifecycle management in
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Table 4: Four Kinds of Platform-Dependent APIs
Android only

iOS only

wx.makeBluetoothPair,
wx.qy.startNFCReader,
wx.qy.NFCReader,
canvas.toDataURL,
wx.onShareTimeline

BLEPeripheralServer.onCharateristicSubscribed,
VideoContext.showStatusBar,
BLEPeripheralServer.onCharasteristicUnsubscribed,
wx.setBackgroundColor
-a arg.backgroundColorTop
-a arg.backgroundColorBottom

Inconsistency on Android and iOS
wx.onCompassChange
- r type: Number (iOS)
- r type: String (Android),
wx.connectWifi
- v WeChat version >11 (iOS)
- v no limit (Android),
Date
- af split with - (iOS)
- af split with / (Android)

Any OS

console.dir *

* console.dir makes some devices crash [32] and it should not be used in Mini-Programs.
-a The arguments of the function | -r The return data of the function | -v The version of the WeChat | -af The data format of the
argument.d
Mini-Programs makes non-deterministic bug detection more challenging. To automatically detect non-deterministic bugs in MiniPrograms, we need to build a clear model about the lifecycle management and asynchronous APIs in Mini-Programs.

Testing is critical in exposing bugs before software release. Many
testing techniques have been proposed for exposing Android and
JavaScript applications [61, 70, 77, 79, 108? ], but no technique is
designed for WeChat Mini-Programs.
WeChat Mini-Programs usually have complicated interfaces and
lifecycle management. It is critical to design a tool to automatically
expose user interactions with Mini-Programs, thus examining their
functionality. Further, Mini-Programs usually depend on various
asynchronous tasks and external environments, and may encounter
many adversarial conditions, e.g., network failures. Improperly handling these conditions can cause WeBugs (Finding 6). Researchers
and developers can intentionally inject adversarial conditions, and
validate whether Mini-Programs can behave correctly [59, 73, 89]
under adversarial conditions.

Table 4, which are collected from our empirical study and official Mini-Program development document [8]. The items beginning with - show some additional considerations. For example,
“arg.backgroundColorTop” in column “iOS only” means that the
argument can only be used on iOS devices when invoking function
wx.setBackgroundColor. The column “Inconsistency on Android
and iOS” includes some APIs that behave differently on different
systems. For example, the Date format on Android is split with “/”
while that on iOS is split with “-”.
Pattern 2: Incomplete layout adaptation to anomalous
screens. As discussed in Section 4.2, developers can use the API
wx.getSystemInfo to get the safeArea of the phone model and
avoid layout issues. If a Mini-Program does not apply this to anomalous screens, WeBugs related to abnormal rendering can occur.
Pattern 3: Improper handling of return data in invoking
asynchronous APIs. In the WeChat Mini-Program framework,
most APIs are used in an asynchronous way. The success and fail
callbacks are defined to handle the return data for successful or
failed invocations. However, the type or data structure for the
return data may vary. If developers are unaware of their differences,
WeBugs can occur. Figure 5 shows such an example.
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6.2

5.3

Testing Mini-Programs

DETECTING WEBUGS

In this section, we summarize three bug patterns from our empirical study on WeBugs, and further propose a static analysis tool
WeDetector to detect WeBugs.

6.1

Bug Patterns

Our empirical study on WeBugs has revealed several potential patterns to detect WeBugs. Among them, we summarize three common
bug patterns, i.e., incorrect invocations platform-dependent APIs,
incomplete layout adaptation to anomalous screens, and improper
handling of return data in invoking asynchronous APIs.
Pattern 1: Incorrect invocations of platform-dependent
APIs. Some APIs in the Mini-Program framework are OS-specific
(Finding 1). Invoking these platform-dependent APIs without considering different OS can introduce WeBugs. Therefore, developers should determine target operating system before using these
APIs. We summarize four kinds of platform-dependent APIs in

Detection Approach

Detection of pattern 1. For WeBugs caused by incorrect invocations of platform-dependent APIs, we need to examine the usage of
specific APIs that are listed in Table 4. In order to identify whether
developers consider the system information, WeDetector checks
the usage of wx.getSystemInfo that can obtain the target operating system information. If developers use the APIs on the list in
Table 4 but do not consider the corresponding OS restrictions, we
report a compatibility WeBug.
Detection of pattern 2. We examine whether developers have
set up the layout based on safeArea or windowHeight and windowWidth through wx.getSystemInfo API. The windowHeight and
windowWidth can also obtain the available area of the devices.
Therefore, WeDetector checks whether a Mini-Program uses these
properties. If not, we report an abnormal rendering WeBug.
Detection of pattern 3. To detect WeBugs in bug pattern 3, we
check whether the return data from an asynchronous function (e.g,
wx.request) is legally used, i.e., there are no type errors.
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The main idea is as follows. First, we use Esprima [24] to parse all
JavaScript files into abstract syntax trees (AST), and then identify
all asynchronous function (e.g, wx.request) invocations in a MiniProgram. Second, for each asynchronous function invocation, we
use AST to identify its two callbacks, sucCallback for its success
return, and failCallback for its fail return. Third, for callback
sucCallback and failCallback, we extract their return data from
the asynchronous function, and further analyze their usage based
on TAJS [78]. Fourth, for the return data usages, we check whether
they can trigger TypeErrors. If yes, we report a WeBug.
Take WeBug in Figure 5 as an example. We first parse index.js
and util.js into abstract syntax trees. By traversing ASTs, we
obtain all function definitions (e.g., getList) and function calls
(e.g., util.req). We then examine all function definitions. If we
get an function invocation (e.g., util.req), we continue to analyze this invoked function. If a function (e.g., util.req) invokes
wx.request, we further obtain its two callbacks, e.g., success callback (Line 13-15) and failed callback (Line 16-18). Further, we can
obtain that the return data res.data is passed into success callback
(Line 14) and a constant false is passed into failed callback (Line
17).
In order to determine whether the return data is used legally, we
adopt TAJS [78]1 to carry out a data flow analysis on the return
data data (Line 3 in Figure 5). The result of TAJS is an intermediate
representation, e.g., vardecl[‘list’], read-variable [‘data’, v0, v1],
read-property [v0, ‘list’, v2], write-variable [v2, ‘list’] for Line 5.
Based on these intermediate representations, we can build the usage
scenarios of the return data data. We find that data.list.foreach
is the usage sequence on data (Line 5-6). If the failed callback is
triggered, the return data will be false (Line 17), and the execution
of false.list.foreach will throw an error message “TypeError:
Can not read property ‘foreach’ of undefined”. It is because that the
first access returns a undefined object (false.list -> undefined)
and the second access on undefined triggers a TypeError. Note that,
if developers has already used if-condition to guard related accesses,
we do not report a WeBug. For example, in the fixed version in
Figure 5), “if (data.list)” in Line 4 is used to guard Line 5-6. So we
do not report bugs for the fixed version.

6.3

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of WeDetector using
GitHub open source projects, and answer the following research
question: Can WeDetector detect new WeBugs in real-world
Mini-Programs?
Experimental subjects. Our experimental subjects contain
25 WeChat Mini-Programs: 13 Mini-Programs are collected from
the latest versions of the Mini-Programs in Table 2, and 12 MiniPrograms are collected from awesome-wechat-weapp [45] by their
popularity (ordered by GitHub stars) in different categories. The
first 12 rows show these 12 Mini-Programs.
Results. We run WeDetector on these 25 Mini-Programs, and detect 12 WeBugs, and confirm that 11 of them are true. Table 5 shows
the detailed detection results. Note that, for the latest versions of
13 Mini-Programs in our empirical study (Table 2), we only detect
1 TAJS

does not support new features provided by ECMAScript6. Therefore we use
babel [46] to convert Mini-Projects into ECMAScript5.
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Table 5: Detection Results on 25 Mini-Programs.
Project

Category

wxchat-mail [35]
HITMers [25]
super9 [42]
leantodo-weapp [16]
taro-music [28]
weapp-ssha [34]
weapp-mark [11]
nideshop [31]
Gitter [10]
ShellBox [51]
douban [13]
weapp-artand [55]
pinche [17] *
Total

Email
Attendance
Video
Notebook
Music
News
Social
Shopping
Git
Campus
Map
Art
Travelling

Detection Results
P1 P2 P3 FP
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
4
7
1
1

Total
(Conf.)
1 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)
2 (2)
0 (0)
2 (0)
1 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (0)
11 (7)

* For 13 Mini-Programs in Table 2, we detect one new bug in pinche
[17].

one new WeBugs in pinche [17]. For Mini-Programs that we have
not detected new WeBugs in Table 2, we do not list them in Table 5.
We further reported all the 11 true WeBugs to their corresponding developers, and attached patches to help developers fix these
WeBugs. For now, 7 of them have been confirmed by developers.
The last column “Total (Conf.)” in Table 5 shows that details about
reported and confirmed bugs.
The column “Detection Results” in Table 5 shows different patterns of bugs found in these 25 Mini-Programs. We can observe
that we can detect new WeBugs for all the three patterns. For bug
pattern 1, two Mini-Programs use platform-dependent APIs without compatibility adaptation, and WeDetector reports four WeBugs.
For bug pattern 2, among 25 Mini-Programs, 6 of them do not adapt
the layout of views across different devices with anomalous screens.
For bug pattern 3, WeDetector detects one WeBug in project pinche
[17]. In this WeBug, when a wx.request fails, the program tries
to invoke function on an undefined variable, which can cause a
TypeError.
False positive. For the detected 12 WeBugs, we report one false
positive, which belongs to bug pattern 2. In this false positive, the
developer processes the adaptation to anomalous screens by using
an uncommon approach, i.e., style setting for all possible devices.
Thus, the Mini-Program does not handle anomalous screens using
the common approach discussed in bug pattern 2. This results in
the false positive.
Based on the above experiment and results, we draw the following conclusion: WeDetector can effectively detect WeBugs in realworld WeChat Mini-Programs.

6.4

Discussion

Comparison with existing bug detection approaches. Existing
linter tools [1, 4, 72] can be used to detect incorrect code based
on specific rules. However, they cannot analyze the bug patterns
in Section 6.1. For the 11 true WeBugs that WeDetector detected,
none of them can be detected by these linter tools. Some API usage
detection approaches [92, 98, 106] can detect API usage, e.g., cryptographic API usage, APIs that perform additional actions. However,
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these tools mainly focus on specific domain, e.g., trusted APIs in
JavaScript. Without API specifications for WeBugs, these tools cannot be used to detect WeBugs. The most similar work is WeJalangi
[83]. WeJalangi aims to detect NullPointException. It cannot be
directly used to detect bug patterns in Section 6.1. In addition to
this, WeJalangi is a dynamic analysis tool, and its effectiveness
heavily depends on the provided test cases. It is challenging to construct test cases that trigger these WeBugs. However, WeDetector
is a static analysis tool, which directly analyzes the code without
running WeChat Mini-Programs.
Automated platform-dependent API extraction. In this paper, we manually investigate our collected WeBugs and extract
platform-dependent APIs for bug detection. This is a labor-intensive
process. It would be interesting to automatically extract these APIs
and their API context from highly popular Mini-Programs. As discussed earlier, the most common pattern of fixing these WeBugs is
to check device information before invoking certain APIs. Therefore, it is possible for us to mine the usage rules of these APIs. We
will explore this in the future work.

7

RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related works that are close to our work.
WeChat Mini-Program studies. The WeChat Mini-Program
framework is proposed in 2016, and has been widely used in practice. However, only few research works have been done for WeChat
Mini-Programs. Hao et al. [76] analyze the development of WeChat
Mini-Program and regard it as the next generation of mobile Internet platform. Some works investigate Mini-Programs from usage
[63], acceptance [85]. Liu et al. [83] modify Jalangi [99] and use
it for dynamic analysis on WeChat Mini-Programs. In our work,
we conduct the first empirical study on WeChat Mini-Program
bugs, and obtain a better understanding of these bugs. Based on our
findings, we also propose a static analysis tool, WeDetector, and
detect more bugs in the Mini-Programs. Our study should be able to
promote new research in improving the quality of Mini-Programs.
Empirical bug studies. Empirical studies have played an important role in understanding a field, especially for the aspect of
software reliability. These studies can often help to characterize
problems and provide guidance for following research. Lu et al.
[84] conduct the first empirical study on real world concurrency
bugs. Their work provides precious information to help improve
software reliability, such as concurrency bug detection [66, 107],
bug fixing [80], crash recovery [71], etc. Ocariza et al. [94] conduct
an empirical study on the client-side JavaScript bugs and find that
bugs are usually DOM-related. This promotes some research on
DOM [97, 104]. Wang et al. [103] conduct an empirical study on
concurrency bugs in Node.js applications. This study reveals that
most concurrency bugs in Node.js applications contend against
shared memory and external resource. These findings enlighten
subsequent works in Node.js bug detection as well. However, no
empirical studies are performed on Mini-Program bugs.
Platform fragmentation studies. Different vendors produce
a variety of Android phones and make the Android ecosystem suffer from fragmentation problems [3]. Han et at. [75] carry out a
topic analysis of vendor-specific bugs to understand the Android
fragmentation. They reveal that hardware-based fragmentation in
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Android is evident. Wei et at. [106] first characterize and detect
compatibility issues induced by Android fragmentation (FIC issues). They observe that device-specific FIC issues are caused by
problematic driver implementation, OS customization, and peculiar hardware composition and the non-device-specific FIC issues
are caused by API evolution and original Android system bugs.
The high-frequency fragmentation bugs on Android devices are
hardware-related, and they do not have much in-depth analysis for
some non-functional requirements (such as inconsistent rendering).
Bug detection in JavaScript applications. The approaches
used in bug detection are decided by the target systems and bugs.
There are various methods for bug detection, e.g., static analysis,
dynamic analysis or combination of both. Guarnieri et al. [74]
conduct one of the first pointer analyses for JavaScript. They first
manage to model some features on JavaScript. TAJS [78] is a type
analyzer for JavaScript applications. Our work utilizes the data flow
analysis provided by TAJS. There are a group of work to detect
concurrency issues in Node.js applications, e.g, NodeAV [61], NRace
[62], NodeRacer [69], Node.fz [65], and Madsen et al. [87]. There
are also some client-side JavaScript analysis work, e.g., RClassify
[109], AutoFLox [96], and SymJS [82]. However, these works cannot
detect some kinds of WeBugs in Mini-Programs, e.g., compatibility
issues.
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CONCLUSION

Millions of WeChat Mini-Programs are running on the WeChat
social platform, and more than 400 million WeChat users are using Mini-Programs every day. However, WeChat Mini-Programs
still suffer from various quality issues related to execution environment, lifecycle management, asynchronous mechanism, etc. A
comprehensive understanding of these issues is required to improve
WeChat Mini-Programs.
In this paper, we propose the first empirical study on the bugs in
Mini-Programs. We collect 83 bugs from real-world Mini-Programs,
and perform an in-depth empirical study on Mini-Program bugs
from root causes, fix strategies and impacts. We further propose
WeDetector to detect WeBugs of three bug patterns. The evaluation
on real-world Mini-Programs indicates that WeDetector is effective.
We hope our study can inspire more researchers and practitioners
to combat Mini-Program bugs.
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